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 n Americans all too often find 
themselves trapped by the 
very system that they assumed 
existed for their protection and 
prosecuted for crimes that most 
people would not even recognize 
as criminal offenses.

 n Examples of government over-
reach extend beyond criminal 
charges. In several instances, 
local governments have attempt-
ed to enforce inapplicable or 
obscure regulations that essen-
tially prohibit ordinary behavior.

 n In many cases, media has 
informed the public about how 
law enforcement officials were 
unfairly or wrongly targeting their 
fellow citizens. Public pressure 
was the catalyst to convince the 
authorities to reverse course.

 n Although we should applaud the 
decision of public officials who 
eventually recognized that they 
had overstepped their authority 
and reversed course, there is still 
much more to be done.

 n When ordinary people are turned 
into criminals for engaging in 
morally blameless behavior, the 
legitimacy of the justice system 
is undermined. Serious reform is 
essential.

Abstract
Overcriminalization—the overuse or misuse of the criminal law to ad-
dress societal problems—manifests itself in a variety of ways, including 
overly broad definitions of criminal acts, excessively harsh sentencing, 
and criminal sanctions for simple mistakes or accidents under a theo-
ry of strict liability. However, overcriminalization has a more tangible 
aspect beyond legislation and legal theory: American citizens all too 
often find themselves trapped by the very system that they assumed ex-
isted for their protection and prosecuted for crimes that most people 
would not even recognize as criminal offenses. Criminal justice reform 
is about more than policy debates in Congress or legal procedure; it is 
about how the lives and fortunes of ordinary Americans are threatened 
by abuse of the law. Only by identifying the problem and highlighting 
why it matters will any meaningful change take place.

Overcriminalization—the overuse or misuse of the criminal law 
to address societal problems—is a troubling phenomenon that 

touches every segment of society.1 It manifests itself in a variety of 
ways, including overly broad definitions of criminal acts, excessive-
ly harsh sentencing, and criminal sanctions for simple mistakes or 
accidents under a theory of strict liability.2

However, overcriminalization has a more tangible aspect beyond 
legislation and legal theory: For every problematic law or crimi-
nal procedure, there is a victim with a story to tell. Those victims 
include three fishermen in Florida who were sentenced to over 
six years in prison for importing lobsters packed in plastic rather 
than paper,3 a North Carolina man who was jailed for 45 days for 
selling hot dogs without a license,4 and an autistic teenager from 
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Pennsylvania who was threatened with wiretapping 
charges after he recorded being bullied in school by 
his classmates.5 American citizens all too often find 
themselves trapped by the very system that they 
assumed existed for their protection and prosecuted 
for crimes that most people would not even recog-
nize as criminal offenses.

The Heritage Foundation has made it a priority 
to report instances of overcriminalization and pro-
vide solutions to the root causes of this issue. One of 
the more effective ways to explain the importance 
of reform is by telling the stories of people who 
have been hurt by abuse of the criminal law.6 It is 
common to discuss changes in the system in terms 
of legislation or arcane legal concepts, but seeing 
the human side of overcriminalization is much 
more powerful.

Public Pressure
Reporting stories of people who have been need-

lessly and callously caught up in the criminal justice 
system has a two-fold benefit: First, it informs the 
public of the serious nature of overcriminalization 
and how it could equally harm them too; second, it 
exposes public officials and law enforcement officers 
who engage in misbehavior or exercise terrible judg-
ment. The latter effect, especially, could help both 
to alter outcomes for individuals who are victim-
ized by overcriminalization and to provide a catalyst 
for change.

During the past year, The Heritage Foundation 
has recounted the stories of people who were vic-
tims of overcriminalization. In several of these 
cases, positive outcomes ensued, in all likelihood 
as a result of the public ridicule that such injustices 
received. Although there is no quantifiable method 
to determine whether media pressure was the decid-
ing factor that influenced public officials to reverse 
course after pursuing charges or fines against these 
individuals, it is wise to heed former Supreme Court 
Justice Louis Brandeis’s wisdom: “Publicity is just-
ly commended as a remedy for social and industrial 
diseases. Sunlight is said to be the best of disinfec-
tants; electric light the most efficient policeman.”7

The following examples are illustrative:

 n Lazaro estrada was arrested and charged with 
obstruction of justice for simply filming a Miami 
police officer who arrested his friend.8 Despite 
the fact that citizens should be presumptively 
free under the First Amendment to film offi-
cers in public places,9 estrada faced significant 
punishment for turning on his camera. After 
his video of the incident went viral, the charges 
against estrada were dropped.

 n Shaneen Allen, a single mother from Pennsyl-
vania, was arrested after being pulled over for 
a traffic violation and the officer was informed 
that she had a handgun in her car.10 Allen legally 
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registered the gun in her home state and mistak-
enly assumed that it was legal for her to travel 
with it for protection across state lines. Her mis-
take could have sent her to prison for three years. 
After immense media pressure, the prosecutor 
allowed Allen to enter a diversion program, and 
New Jersey Governor Chris Christie subsequent-
ly pardoned her.

 n Arnold Abbott, a 90-year-old charity worker 
from Fort Lauderdale, Florida, was threatened 
with arrest and a $500 fine for feeding homeless 
people in the local city park.11 A city ordinance 
required Abbott to comply with strict food han-
dling and facility regulations—a mandate that 
would have made it nearly impossible to feed 
hungry people. Publicity from major news outlets 
soon prompted city officials to allow Abbott to 
continue his charitable works.

examples of government overreach extend 
beyond criminal charges. In several instances, local 
governments have attempted to enforce inapplica-
ble or obscure regulations that essentially prohibit 
ordinary behavior.

 n Spencer Collins, a nine-year-old boy from 
Leawood, Kansas, built a miniature library box 
in his front yard as a Mother’s Day gift. Local 
authorities levied a $500 fine against Spencer’s 
family and threatened to tear down the library 
because the box supposedly violated an ordi-
nance against freestanding structures. Public 
outrage forced the city to reconsider, and the 
ordinance was amended to allow citizens to build 
little libraries.12

 n Tiffany Miranda, a 10-year-old girl who suf-
fers from a serious and incurable disease called 
Lennox-Gastaut syndrome, received her very 
own playground from the Make-A-Wish Foun-
dation. The city government of Santa Fe Springs, 

California, ordered Tiffany’s parents to tear down 
the playground because, in their estimation, it 
was a “public nuisance.” After facing an intense 
media backlash for trying to crush the dreams 
of a little girl with a serious illness, city officials 
quickly backtracked and allowed the playground 
to stay.13

Stories like these illustrate both the human cost 
of overcriminalization and the absurd but all too 
real instances of governmental overreach in general. 
In all of the cases mentioned here, media and news 
reports informed the public about how law enforce-
ment officials were unfairly or wrongly targeting 
their fellow citizens. As a result, public pressure was 
the catalyst to convince the authorities to reverse 
course. Awareness precedes reform.

Reform Is Needed
The sobering reality of overcriminalization is 

that there are many more stories of victims that 
have not received media attention. Although we 
should applaud the decision of public officials who 
eventually recognized that they had overstepped 
their authority and reversed course, there is still 
much more to be done. Shaneen Allen, the single 
mother who faced three years in prison, now has her 
life back after receiving a pardon from a governor, 
but not everyone is so fortunate as to have a high-
level official intervene in his or her case. Many voices 
go unheard.

If overcriminalization is left unchecked, it will 
continue to be a problem. Our Founders warned us 
long ago about the dangers of an expansive legal sys-
tem that arbitrarily creates and enforces numerous 
criminal laws. James Madison, writing in the Feder-
alist Papers, stated:

It will be of little avail to the people, that the laws 
are made by men of their own choice, if the laws 
be so voluminous that they cannot be read, or 
so incoherent that they cannot be understood; 
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if they be repealed or revised before they are 
promulgated, or undergo such incessant chang-
es that no man, who knows what the law is to-
day, can guess what it will be to-morrow. Law is 
defined to be a rule of action; but how can that be 
a rule, which is little known, and less fixed?14

When ordinary people are turned into crimi-
nals for engaging in morally blameless behavior, the 
legitimacy of the justice system is undermined. Seri-
ous reform is essential.

Conclusion
Criminal justice reform is about more than poli-

cy debates in Congress or legal procedure; it is about 
how the lives and fortunes of ordinary Americans 
are threatened by abuse of the law. The criminal jus-
tice reform movement should focus on telling the 
stories of those who are affected by an overly zeal-
ous government and the excessive power of the state.

Only by identifying the problem and highlight-
ing why it matters will any meaningful change take 
place. Overcriminalization is not an easy problem to 
solve, but it is one that demands our attention.

—Jordan Richardson is a former Visiting Legal 
Fellow in the Edwin Meese III Center for Legal and 
Judicial Studies at The Heritage Foundation.
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